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ABSTRACT: Severe thunderstorms routinely exhibit adjacent maxima and minima in cloud-top vertical vorticity (CTV)

downstream of overshooting tops within flow fields retrieved using sequences of fine-temporal-resolution (1-min)

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)-R series imagery. Little is known about the origin of this so-

called CTV couplet signature, and whether the signature is the result of flow-field derivational artifacts. Thus, the CTV

signature’s relevance to research and operations is currently ambiguous. Within this study, we explore the origin of near-

cloud-top rotation using an idealized supercell numerical model simulation. Employing an advanced dense optical flow

algorithm, image stereoscopy, and numerical model background wind approximations, the artifacts commonwith cloud-top

flow-field derivation are removed from two supercell case studies sampled by GOES-R imagers. It is demonstrated that the

CTV couplet originates from tilted and converged horizontal vorticity that is baroclinically generated in the upper levels

(above 10 km) immediately downstream of the overshooting top. This baroclinic generationwould not be possible without a

strong and sustained updraft, implying an indirect relationship to rotationally maintained supercells. Furthermore, it is

demonstrated that CTV couplets derived with optical flow algorithms originate from actual rotation within the storm anvils

in the case studies explored here, though supercells with opaque above-anvil cirrus plumes and strong anvil-level negative

vertical wind shear may produce rotation signals as an artifact without quality control. Artifact identification and quality

control is discussed further here for future research and operations use.

KEYWORDS: Clouds; Convection; Cloud tracking/cloud motion winds; Remote sensing; Satellite observations;

Mesoscale models; Vorticity

1. Introduction

Rotating deep convection (DC) is associated with all modes

of severe weather at the ground (e.g., flooding, strong winds,

large hail, tornadoes; Byers and Braham 1949; Lemon and

Doswell 1979). Given impacts to life and property, consider-

able research efforts have been made toward collection of DC

kinematic observations from fixed ground-based Doppler ra-

dar (e.g., Browning 1964, 1965; Marwitz 1972; Brandes 1977,

1978, 1984; Markowski 2002 and references within), mobile

and dual-polarization radar (e.g., Bluestein et al. 1995, 2010;

Wurman et al. 1997; Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008; French et al.

2014), lightning detection systems (e.g., Williams et al. 1999;

Deierling and Petersen 2008; Schultz et al. 2009, 2011, 2015;

Stough et al. 2017), and geostationary satellite imagery

(Fujita 1982; Bedka et al. 2010; Bedka and Khlopenkov

2016; Bedka et al. 2018; Griffin et al. 2016). Recent experi-

ments show that storm-scale rotation (wavelengths,;20 km)

present in some DC cloud tops is now objectively derivable

with new fine-temporal-resolution Super Rapid Scan (SRS;

#1min) Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite

(GOES)-R series imagery loops (Apke et al. 2016, 2018,

hereafter A16 and A18). The rotation is sometimes presented

as a pair of strong vortices downstream of overshooting tops

(OTs), which can last for several hours (Fig. 1). A16 referred to

this phenomenon as a cloud-top vorticity (CTV) ‘‘couplet’’

(CTVC), and such couplets are routinely evident withGOES-16

SRS imagery of supercells.

The origin of the CTVC is currently unknown, and recent

large-sample studies, which utilized this objectively derived

flow find no obvious statistical relationship with the magnitude

of CTV and the occurrence of severe weather at the ground

(e.g., Sandmæl et al. 2019; Mecikalski et al. 2021). This implies

that CTVmay not be directly coupled with the low- tomidlevel

processes of the storm that are conducive to severe weather

development, or that the relationship between the two is non-

linear, and hence is not fully understood. It is also possible that

CTVCs are at least partially an artifact (or optical illusion) of top-

down geostationary observation, which is not accounted for in

current cloud-top flow-field (CTFF) derivationmethods (more in

section 2). The lack of understanding in the origin and artifacts of

derived CTV yields ambiguity in interpretation of the satellite

imagery, and, by extension, uncertainty in how recognition of this

CTVC signature would be useful in an operational setting.

Therefore, we aim to explore two primary questions: 1)

Where does the actual CTV present over DC originate, and 2)

What are possible artifacts that impact our capability to derive

the CTV over DC using satellite imagery? In addressing these

questions, we can move closer toward using retrieved CTFF

properties over DC to better understand the relationships to

internal updraft kinematics such as rotation and inferred up-

draft strength. To explore question 1, an idealized supercell

simulation is used, which produces vertical vorticity (z) near the

cloud top as shown in A16. Question 2 is addressed with image

stereoscopy and advanced optical flow retrievals, designed toCorresponding author: Jason Apke, jason.apke@colostate.edu
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mitigate flow-field artifacts found in A16 and A18, over two

CTVC-producing supercells sampled by GOES-R imagers.

The background in GOES-based CTFF retrieval is pre-

sented in section 2. Section 3 describes the simulation used to

explore the origin of CTV and presents a newmethod of CTFF

computation. The results are presented in section 4. Sections 5

and 6 discuss and conclude the study to show the CTVC origin,

which should impact how CTFFs could be used for inferring

internal DC kinematics in the future.

2. Background

a. Objective flow derivation in imagery

In previous studies, CTFFs over DC are derived with sat-

ellite imagery using three fundamental steps: 1) objectively

track features of interest through aGOES imagery sequence to

obtain point-source atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs), 2)

identify AMVs in clouds that are above a permissible altitude,

and 3) assuming the retained AMVs exist on a flat plane,

perform objective analysis to retrieve u- and y-wind compo-

nents over a grid (A18). Step 3 requires spatially dense, high-

quality motion vectors from step 1 to produce storm-scale

(,;20 km) flow. With most AMV derivation schemes, which

implement strict target quality control checks prior to feature

tracking (Nieman et al. 1997; Bedka and Mecikalski 2005;

Bresky et al. 2012), very short time steps between satellite

images are needed to retrieve dense enough flow fields

(e.g., #1-min; A16). Quality control checks within operational

schemes can also be relaxed to further supplementAMVdensity

with wind estimates that deviate from synoptic-scale back-

ground numerical model estimated flow, which are so-called

mesoscale AMVs (mAMVs; Bedka and Mecikalski 2005).

Two main problems are encountered when the traditional

AMV retrieval methods (steps 1–3) are applied over DC. First,

the flat plane assumption in step 3 fails to account for themulti-

cloud-layer scenes that are possible over and around severe

DC. A16 reported multiple instances where multilayer cloud

scenes resulted in likely nonsensical cloud-top divergence

(CTD) andCTV estimates with the above three-step approach.

Second, step 3 smooths over (and computes derivatives across)

what are essentially natural ‘‘motion discontinuities’’ in satel-

lite imagery loops (e.g., Black and Anandan 1996). Motion

discontinuities are not accounted for within any operational

AMV algorithm today. The Derived Motion Vector system

(DMVs; Bresky et al. 2012) that is used to generate operational

AMV fields with GOES-R series imagery, for example, tracks

small targets (5 pixels 3 5 pixels) within a large target area

(15 pixels3 15 pixels) using sum-of-square error minimization.

The small-target motions are clustered to find the dominant

derived displacement in the large target area, and the domi-

nant motion pixels are used for improved AMV height as-

signments. By ignoring the nondominant pixels within the

image scene, Bresky et al. preserve the possibility of multiple

flows (e.g., pixels within a target region that move in different

directions) in the large target area (a significant improvement

over previous systems), though discontinuities and multiple

flows are still not preserved within the small targets.

The computer vision community addresses the multiple

motions and discontinuities with more advanced so-called

optical flow computation methods (e.g., Horn and Schunck

1981; Black and Anandan 1996; Sun et al. 2014). AMVs rep-

resent one subset of optical flow methods, ordinarily consid-

ered ‘‘patch matching’’ schemes, dating back to the work by

Fujita (1968). These schemes require trackable targets (e.g.,

Shi and Tomasi 1994) to function, and hence cannot produce

accurate ‘‘dense’’ motion fields in satellite imagery (where

motion is computed at every image pixel; Nieman et al. 1997).

Some advanced optical flow techniques derive dense motion

fields by minimizing (or optimizing) ‘‘energy’’ functions,

comprised of a few assumptions on motion smoothness and

brightness behavior over time, where reasonably accurate es-

timates ofmotion can bemade even in image areas with little to

no texture (see appendix A). One of these newer techniques is

adopted here. Optical flow derivation is currently a rapidly

FIG. 1. GOES-14 super rapid scan operations for GOES-R vis-

ible 0.64-mm reflectance shown for (a) 2337 UTC 20 May and

(b) 0011 UTC 21 May 2014 over a supercell in central Colorado

with positive (negative) derived CTV following A18 contoured in

red (cyan) every 40 3 1025 s21. Also highlighted are the over-

shooting top (OT) and above-anvil cirrus plume (white dashed line;

AACP) features (cf. A16, Fig. 12).
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evolving field, and for recent comprehensive reviews on the

past and latest techniques, the reader is referred to works by

Barron et al. (1994), Fleet and Weiss (2005), and Fortun

et al. (2015).

b. DC cloud-top rotation illusions and origins

A phenomenon downstream of OTs that may cause motion

discontinuities and the ‘‘optical illusion’’ of the CTVC is the

above-anvil cirrus plume (AACP;McCann 1983; Brunner et al.

2007), where gravity wave breaking near an OT injects ice

crystals downstream into the upper troposphere and lower

stratosphere (Wang 2003, 2007). These ice crystals form a thin

veil that can reside several kilometers above a DC anvil (Wang

2004; Wang et al. 2016) and may have different horizontal flow

properties than the outflow within the primary anvil. AACPs

are common over severe DC (Bedka et al. 2015, 2018).

However, the complex shape, size, transparency, and magni-

tude of infrared (IR) brightness temperature differences within

an AACP, relative to the main cumulonimbus anvil, makes

objective identification challenging. Therefore, large statistical

analyses predicated onAACP identification in storms typically

require some subjective input (Brunner et al. 2007; Bedka

et al. 2018).

If anAACP is present andmoves slower than themain anvil,

the storm may appear to be rotating from a top-down per-

spective. The three-step approach in section 2a would mix the

anvil andAACP flows together, resulting in vortices that are an

artifact of the product (and the appearance of a CTVC) and

not a physical trait of the storm. Fujita (1982) documented the

DCCTFF appearance from a top-down perspective using Lear

jet observations of an AACP producing storm (see Fig. 1 in

Fujita 1982), and the resemblance to CTVCs cannot be denied.

He hypothesized the CTFF found is the result of negative en-

vironmental vertical wind speed shear between the primary anvil

and the AACP, which, in his case, was several kilometers above

the surrounding anvil. This artifact is hereafter referred to as the

‘‘vertical shear artifact.’’ This vertical shear artifact implies that

theAACP, not internal rotationwithin supercells, is the cause of

what is objectively derived in A16. The vertical shear artifact

also implies that derived CTD is underestimated when AACPs

downstream of the OT are present, which may cause statistical

overlap in storm intensity populations when using CTD to dis-

tinguish between weak and strong updrafts (as in A18).

Closer to the OT, large spurious rotation signatures may

occur due to oversmoothing of multilayer-cloud-scene flow,

especially in the cases of horizontally small anvils where the

ground or lower-level pixels are spatially close to the zmaxima

and incorrectly height-assigned in the second step of the three-

step approach.We refer to this phenomenon as the ‘‘anvil-edge

artifact.’’ It is simple to spot apparent rotation along an anvil

edge in case-by-case analyses such as A16 and A18. Large

sample statistical studies (e.g., Sandmæl et al. 2019; Mecikalski

et al. 2021), however, are susceptible to misrepresenting de-

rived CTV as related to severe weather because of anvil edges,

specifically when the maximum CTV is recorded within a

certain radius of the OT. The anvil-edge artifact therefore

could explain some statistical overlap between the CTV of

severe versus nonsevere storms.

In contrast, not all CTVCs appear to be caused by the arti-

facts described above. The 20 May 2014 supercell over central

Colorado in A16 and shown in Fig. 1 is one such example (see

section 4c in A16 and Fig. 12). The CTVC was far away from

the cloud edge, and the AACP in the storm was not oriented

along the maxima in rotation (see the white dashed line in

Fig. 1a). Moreover, this z signature was also present near the

cloud top of a simple idealized Weather Research and

Forecasting (WRF) Model simulation within A16. These

CTVCs have a remarkable resemblance to the midlevel

structure of supercells (e.g., Lemon and Doswell 1979; Klemp

1987). As is well known, the midlevel rotation in supercells

initially occurs due to the tilting, and subsequent stretching of

preexisting horizontal vorticity (vh) in an environment with

vertical wind shear (Weisman and Klemp 1982, 1984; Klemp

1987). A16 found through an Eulerian vorticity equation

budget analysis (at one near-cloud-top level) that tilting,

stretching, and advection were the primary generation mecha-

nisms of z observed. This approach did not capture the source of

rotation at the cloud top, which would require a backward-

trajectory (Lagrangian) analysis instead.

Trajectories have long been used to identify the origins of

rotation associated within themidlevels (mesocyclones; Klemp

et al. 1981; Rotunno and Klemp 1985) and low levels (torna-

does; Wicker and Wilhelmson 1995; Adlerman et al. 1999;

Mashiko et al. 2009; Schenkman et al. 2014; Betten et al. 2017)

of DC in numerical simulations. The tornado’s convergent

and intense rotation means backward trajectories (trajectories

integrated backward in time) are susceptible to large

discretization-related location errors with long time steps and

low gridpoint spacing in modeled data (Dahl et al. 2012). Dahl

et al. (2012) also noted that the forward trajectories tested had

less spatial error owing to their initial positions within the

better-resolved flow and the confluent nature of the trajecto-

ries with time. From this result, we infer that the analogous

backward trajectories within divergent phenomena, such as the

outflow near the top of DC, are less susceptible to displace-

ment error, which is ideal for use in this present study.

Trajectory analyses have not been used to analyze the flow

structure of the cloud tops of supercells, which produce

AACPs and CTVCs. We investigate the CTV in a numerical

weather prediction (NWP) model in comparison to motion

derived from case studies using a dense optical flow (DOF)

scheme tailored to the problem at hand introduced in the next

section.

3. Methodology

a. Derivation of cloud-top flow

To track brightness features objectively in GOES-R-era

imagery loops, we use a modified DOF derivation technique

presented by Sun et al. (2014), with a summary of the deriva-

tion and settings shown in appendix A.We selected this system

due to its simplicity, excellent documentation, and availability

of open-source information, though DOF validation experi-

ments are currently underway to determine the best practices

in terms of constraints and regularizers for satellite meteorol-

ogy applications. For comprehensive validation comparisons
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on more general applications of new and emerging DOF der-

ivation techniques, the reader is referred to the Middlebury

(Baker et al. 2011), Max-Planck Institute (MPI)-Sintel (Butler

et al. 2012), and Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and Toyota

Technological Institute at Chicago (KITTI; Geiger et al. 2012)

benchmark datasets.

We achieve steps 2 and 3 and remove common noise from

the DOF output using a bilateral filter at each point, where

[û, ŷ]5

�
i,j2Ns
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i,j
3 [u, y]
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The resulting field values of û and ŷ are a weighted average of

the DOF dependent on the distance of the pixel within the

neighborhood Ns from the center at x 5 [ic, jc] and the differ-

ence between 10.3-mm brightness temperatures (Tb). Prior to

bilateral smoothing in Eq. (1), the DOF u and y fields are av-

eraged temporally over a 5-min period. We correct for 0–6 km

storm motion using Bunkers et al. (2000) within this temporal

averaging step with the analysis hour winds from the Rapid

Refresh model (RAP; Benjamin et al. 2016) acquired from the

National Centers for Environmental Information archive

(NCEI 2021). The DOF u and y quantities from previous time

frames at the storm-motion corrected locations are collected

with bilinear interpolation. The constants s1 and s2 change the

relative importance of distance and Tb differences in the bi-

lateral filter, respectively, and are set to 9 (VIS image) pixels

and 20K. With a neighborhood size of 32 3 32 pixels, we

recover a CTFFwith similar frequency responses of filters used

in A16 and A18. Finite differencing is then used to retrieve

CTD and CTV over the grid, masking out any pixels with ex-

cessive Tb differences (.5K) across pixels that are finite dif-

ferenced, on the following case studies.

b. Case study analysis

Two case study times are considered here: 2059 UTC 28 July

2018 and 2202UTC 29May 2019. Both time frames are periods

when severe thunderstorms in the United States produced

AACP signatures and were identified to have CTVCs (Fig. 2).

Furthermore, each storm was long lived (.1 h) and had ap-

parent mesocyclones associated with their primary updrafts

(Fig. 3), which fits standard definitions of supercells (e.g.,

Davies-Jones et al. 2001). The first case study was sampled by

GOES-16 in orbit at 75.28W and GOES-17 in the checkout

position at 89.58W.GOES-17was in the operational position at

1378W for the second case study. Each satellite collected VIS

(;1 km at nadir) and IR (;2 km at nadir) imagery once every

1min within 1000 km 3 1000 km sectors (so-called mesoscale

sectors; Schmit et al. 2017) and once every 5min in contiguous

U.S. (CONUS) sectors (‘‘mode 3’’). The times were selected

when the CONUS sector from the complementary satellite

overlapped the mesoscale sector scans used within 30 s (at

scan time). This temporal overlap is necessary for accurate

multi-satellite-image stereoscopy (e.g., Hasler 1981). CTFFs

were computed using the mesoscale sector 0.64-mm VIS

channel on GOES-16 (GOES-17) for the first (second) case

study. TheAACPswere thenmanually identified using theVIS

and IR imagery (following Bedka et al. 2018).

Our goals with the two case studies are to explore: 1) the

vertical shear and anvil edge artifacts, and 2) determine

whether they are present. With the DOF derivation scheme

used, the mAMV and objective analysis scheme mitigates

smoothing across the anvil-edges (drastically reducing the

anvil-edge artifact). If the AACPs are opaque in VIS imagery,

the DOF schemes will also produce motion discontinuities

along the AACP edge prior to bilateral and temporal

smoothing if the vertical shear artifact is present. If the CTVC

is present in the smoothed DOF fields without a motion dis-

continuity in the raw CTFFs along the AACP edge, then the

CTVC is not an artifact of the CTFF objective analysis scheme.

Of note, the vertical shear artifact may still exist within the

DOF derivation itself as the assumptions in the Sun et al.

(2014) scheme break down (and motions are mixed) in some

transparent scene cases. The maximum CTV related to the

vertical shear artifact is thus quantified here by: 1) determining

the cloud-top height (CTH) of the AACP and the primary

DC anvil, 2) determining the background environmental wind

at the AACP and anvil altitude, and 3) recomputing the

smoothed CTFFs with the background wind removed from the

AACP and the anvil.

The first step is achieved with manual image stereoscopy

described in appendix B. For the second step, we use an av-

erage height for the primary anvil level and the maximum

height for the AACP to determine the background wind (also

taken from RAP). For the third step, we subtract the RAP

winds from the maximum AACP altitude where the AACP

was identified, and the average anvil-level everywhere else.

In each case, the RAP has a ;1.2-km vertical resolution at

the anvil altitude (and does resolve negative vertical wind

shear above the anvil), and linear interpolation is used here

to approximate the background flow at subpixel scale. The

residuals between the original and new CTV field will show

the maximum possible CTV caused by the vertical shear

artifact within the case studies used. The observations of the

flow within AACPs, and the flow fields observed around the

AACPs, are then compared to NWP simulations of ideal-

ized supercells.

c. Model configuration

The WRF-Advanced Research WRF (ARW; Skamarock

et al. 2008) version 4.1.1 was used to simulate AACP and

CTVC producing DC. Following Homeyer et al. (2017), the

Weisman and Klemp (1982) sounding (and quarter-circle ho-

dograph) is used as a horizontally homogeneous environment

with model settings defined in Table 1. The horizontal grid-

point spacing is less than 1 km as suggested by Bryan et al.

(2003) to better resolve turbulence and entrainment within

DC. Two changes are applied to the environment for this

simulation from the originalWeisman andKlemp (1982) setup.

First, the simulation uses wind speeds that are 25% greater

than the original quarter circle hodograph. Storm motion
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computed using Bunkers et al. (2000) is also subtracted from all

levels of the hodograph to keep the storm within the domain

during the entire simulation. Second, the water vapor mixing

ratio in the idealized profile is decreased to 5 ppmv (;3.11 3
1023 g kg21) in the first 2 km of the stratosphere (consistent with

Homeyer et al. 2017).

d. Trajectory analysis

The origin of rotation in the near-cloud-top DC anvil

and the AACP is determined by tracking parcels that acquire

rotational momentum backward in time. This involves first

identifying regions of strong z within the AACP and OT and

tracking parcels within that grid back to their source region.

Backward trajectories are found using the flow within the

WRF-ARW model with 1 s history output. Flow values (u, y,

w), pressure, and density are derived at each parcel location

with trilinear interpolation. Consistent with Betten et al.

(2017), the gradients are found using cubes centered around

each parcel location with a fourth-order centered finite-

differencing scheme. Linear interpolation is used between

FIG. 2. (top) GOES-16 0.64-mm VIS imagery and (bottom) 10.3-mm brightness temperature shown for (a) 2100 UTC 28 Jul 2018

supercell over central Wyoming and (b) 2207 UTC 17May 2019 supercell over central Texas. The reader should note that the ABI on the

GOES-17was found to have a cooling system issue that diminishes the accuracy of scan lines in IR and water vapor imagery when the sun

shines directly toward the imager. The issue does not impact visible image channels used for optical flow computation, and, while present

in the 10.3-mm imagery here, was not significant enough to obscure relevant features for the case studies examined here.
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time frames to acquire flow updates every 0.5 s, and trajec-

tories are advanced backward in time with an Euler integra-

tion scheme.

Along the trajectory path, the individual components of the

vorticity tendency within the model are integrated following

the 3D vorticity equation:

dv

dt
5 (v � =)v|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

A

2v (= � v)|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
B

2=a3=p|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
C

1=3F|fflffl{zfflffl}
D

, (2)

wherev5 [vx, vy, z] represents a vector containing x, y, and z

components of vorticity, v contains the x, y, and z components

FIG. 3. TheWeather Surveillance Radar-1988Doppler (WSR-88D) (top) reflectivity and (bottom) radial velocity from (a) 2100UTC 28

Jul 2018 0.58 tilt scan from the Cheyenne, WY, site (KCYS) and (b) the 2201 UTC 17 May 2019 1.38 tilt scan from the Midland, TX, site

(KMAF). The apparent mesocyclone is highlighted in each image within the black circle. Radar velocities within these plots were

manually de-aliased using the SOLO-III system (Oye et al. 1995) and all plots were created using the Python Atmospheric Radiation

Measurement (ARM) Radar Toolkit (Py-ART) software (Helmus and Collis 2016).

TABLE 1. Settings used for the idealized supercell WRF-ARW simulation.

WRF-ARW parameter Setting

Domain size (x, y, z); No. of vertical levels 84 km, 84 km, 25 km; 141

Gridpoint spacing (x, y, z) 500m, 500m, ;180m

Integration time step 1 s

Total run time 90min

Microphysics Mansell et al. (2010)

Advection schemes Horizontal fifth order, vertical third order

Turbulence closure Smagorinsky (1963)

Damping layer size 5 km

Bubble size (x, y, z) 10 km, 10 km, 1.5 km

Bubble temperature perturbation 3K
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of flow, a is the specific volume, p is the pressure, and F 5
[Fu, Fy, Fz] is a vector containing the forces related to numer-

ical diffusion, Rayleigh dampening, and the turbulence

scheme. Therefore, term A is the tilting term, term B is the

stretching term, term C is the baroclinic generation or sole-

noidal term, and term D represents viscous effects (hereafter

referred to as the diffusion term). The left-hand side of the

equation is the sum of the local rate of vorticity change and the

advection, representing the Lagrangian change in vorticity.

Integration for terms is done at each trajectory time step with a

fourth-order Runge–Kutta integration scheme to mitigate in-

tegration errors in exponential vorticity growth.

Initial trajectory locations are selected within the generated

CTVC over theAACP andOT to determine the parcel origins,

and how these near-cloud-top flows relate to the internal

updraft structure. Trajectories within 103 10 boxes in regions

of interest are tracked to avoid reaching conclusions with only

one flow that may not represent what is present in an area. The

FIG. 4. (a) The 2059 UTC 28 Jul 2018 GOES-16 and (b) the

2207 UTC 17May 2019GOES-17 0.64-mmVIS imagery with CTV

contoured with positive (negative) values shown in red (cyan

dashed) every 253 1025 s21 and AACP locations highlighted with

a dotted white line.

FIG. 5. Color-shaded optical flow plot for (a) the 2059UTC 28 Jul

2018 and (b) the 2207 UTC 17 May 2019 case studies shown with

motion discontinuities highlighted with black arrows. (c) The color

scale used in (a) and (b).
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trajectories are tracked for 30min backward in time to ade-

quately capture parcel origins.

4. Results

a. AACP impact on cloud-top flow

The 28 July 2018 case study exhibits large CTV upstream of

the AACP and enhanced CTV along the AACP edge (Fig. 4a).

The 17 May 2019 case study also exhibits enhanced anticy-

clonic CTV, which extends northeastward along the AACP

edge in a manner not observed in numerical simulations within

A16 (Fig. 4b). The maximum CTV magnitudes for each case

study (.1.25 3 1023 s21) were larger than the CTV in the

AACP-enhanced regions and located just upstream of the

AACPs. Despite the enhancements in CTV, the raw DOF

fields have no obvious (or temporally consistent) motion

discontinuities between the anvil and AACP for either case

study (Figs. 5a,b). Sharper discontinuities are observed on

the primary anvil edges, where larger horizontal shear exists

between cloud layers. These anvil edge discontinuities are

importantly preserved with the bilateral smoothing used

here (Figs. 6a,b), compared to the recursive filter approach

used in A18 on the same optical flow field, which smooths

multilayer motions together and yields unrealistic anticy-

clonic motion within the anvil (an example of the anvil-edge

artifact; Fig. 6c). Careful examination of 1-min animations

from each case study implies that each AACP was trans-

parent in the VIS imagery used for DOF computation. The

apparent AACP-edge CTV enhancements, however, imply

mixing of motions in the DOF derivation between each

cloud layer.

The stereoscopy derived CTH for each case study indicates

that the AACPs were, at most, ;2 km above the surrounding

anvils downstream of the OT (Fig. 7). The anvil-level (AACP)

flow for 28 July 2018 and 17 May 2019 acquired from RAP

model data were u 5 40m s21, y 5 214.5m s21 (u 5 24m s21,

y 5 28m s21) and u 5 34m s21, y 5 4m s21 (u 5 8m s21,

y 5 22m s21), respectively. These winds assume the worst-

case scenario (with negative vertical wind shear) for AACP

height and motion. Subtracting the background winds for

28 July 2018 more than removes the apparent enhancement of

CTV caused by vertical wind shear, and increases the overall

CTD, particularly near the AACP upstream edge (Fig. 8). In

relation to typical CTV magnitudes, the worst-case enhance-

ment appears to add close to ;80% of observed CTV magni-

tude maxima well downstream of the OT (Fig. 8d). The CTD

maximum is reduced by ;35%, which implies that CTD

maxima over the OT are less susceptible to the vertical shear

artifacts, so long as theAACP is downstream of theOT and the

viewing angle permits flow derivation over the OT.

Removing the background winds from 17 May 2019

dampens the anticyclonic CTV east of the OT; however, it

also adds cyclonic CTV and anticyclonic CTV where it does

not appear to occur in the image loop (Fig. 9). The CTD

reduction was larger (;43% reduction relative to the

maxima observed; Figs. 9a,c) with more negative vertical

wind shear between the primary anvil and AACP, but still

less than the relative CTV enhancement (closer to 60%

enhancement of maxima/minima observed; Figs. 9b,d).

Counterrotating CTV is also still observed within the AACP

area in this case. At this point, it is also important to note

that background flow removal did not entirely remove the

CTVC signature in either case. The removal instead high-

lights the large maxima that occur immediately downstream

of the OT. With both the anvil edge and vertical shear ar-

tifacts removed, the remaining presence of the CTVC im-

plies that the rotation derived from the imagery comes from

within the storm itself. The next question to answer is where

FIG. 6. Color-shaded u wind speed (m s21) within the white box shown in Fig. 4a from (a) the 2059 UTC 28 Jul 2018 raw optical flow,

(b) the bilaterally smoothed optical flow field, and (c) the optical flow field smoothed following the recursive filter outlined in A18 shown

with contours of the CTV using that field with positive (negative) values contoured in red (cyan dashed) every 253 1025 s21. Note that in

(c) we include all vectors, not just those above 500-hPa altitude, to highlight the anvil-edge artifact. The black dashed line is a reference to

separate the ground from the anvil-level flow.
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this observed actual (versus artifact) CTV originates, which

we explore with the WRF-ARW model.

b. Trajectory analysis

Consistent withHomeyer et al. (2017), the idealized supercell

produces a well-defined AACP at 90min into the WRF-ARW

simulation (Fig. 10). The OT, at x 5 ;43 km, y 5 ;47 km, is

located upstream of the AACP, which extends from x 5
;46 km, y 5 ;50 km to the domain edge at x 5 y 5 80 km.

Cyclonic and anticyclonic z is observed in the primary anvil

(Fig. 11a) and AACP (Fig. 11b) of this simulation. The back-

ward trajectories were selected to explore the formation of the

z within and downstream of the OT and within the AACP

(Table 2; Boxes in Figs. 10 and 11a,b). As shown in the previous

section, it is likely that part of this z is the cause of the CTVC

signature found with DOF techniques. Trajectories in boxes A

and D represent the cyclonic and anticyclonic z within the

AACP, and likely represent the cause of CTV that is derived

well downstream of the OT. Trajectories in boxes B and C

represent the cyclonic and anticyclonic z immediately down-

stream of the OT in the primary anvil (starting at a lower al-

titude than trajectories A andD), which is likely representative

of the CTV magnitude maxima found in the last section.

Trajectories in box E are within the OT at the same level as B

and C, representing the weaker cyclonic CTV within the up-

draft itself. The following discussion overviews the origin of

z within each of these trajectory regions and highlights the

contribution of each individual tendency term along the way.

Trajectory sources for each box after back-propagating

30min vary considerably depending on launch location

(Fig. 12). The selected trajectory in Box A originates from

above the storm (in the stratosphere) and does not appear to

interact with the tilting and stretching of pre-existing vh in the

low- tomidlevels at all (Fig. 13a). The first sign of rotation is the

vh generated baroclinically in the storm from ;70 to 75min

while the parcel is above 15 km (Fig. 14a). As the parcel crosses

over the OT (denotated by the time at which the vh compo-

nents switch sign after t5 75min) and is ingested into the storm

(descending by .3 km), . 0.1 s21 of vh is generated from the

solenoidal term alone. The vh generated is dampened by dif-

fusion after ;77min as the parcel is mixed into the storm.

However, the remaining strongvh is tilted into the vertical and

enhanced by moderate convergence after t 5 80min. The

parcel is above 12 kmwhen the z is generated. Similar tendency

terms and evolution are seen in Trajectory D (Figs. 13d and

14d), where tilting (and subsequent stretching) results in anti-

cyclonic z. The z in both trajectories A andDwithin theAACP

notably exhibit wavelike characteristics, with cyclonic and

anticyclonic means, respectively, that appear out of phase with

the horizontal divergence wave downstream of the OT.

Positive stretching is particularly strong in the diverging seg-

ments of trajectories A and D, acting to dampen anticyclonic

z in both. No vertical wind shear (no backgroundvh) is present

in the environment sounding above 6 km in this simulation,

thus, thevh at this height must be generated by the storm itself.

It is worth noting here that, unlike the idealized numerical

simulation, storms explored in section 4a do have negative

vertical wind shear at the anvil-level, which may modulate the

strength and evolution of CTV fromwhat is seen in Figs. 13 and

14. The current role of vertical wind shear in this explored

CTVC formation process is unknown, and a likely subject of

future sensitivity studies. Boxes A and D appear to be a mix

of parcels from multiple altitudes, though most trajectories

originate from the lower stratosphere as indicated by the

average altitude line (black-dash). This conceptual view

supports the Wang (2003) gravity-wave-breaking hypothesis,

where moist convection air is detrained into the stratosphere

above the storm.

Trajectory B originates from the low levels (,3 km;

Fig. 13b), and acquires z by tilting of barotropic vh (i.e.,

Weisman and Klemp 1982) as it ascends through the tropo-

sphere. Negative tilting and stretching terms (highlighted by

FIG. 7. (a)GOES-16 10.3-mm IR imagery for the 28 Jul 2018 case

study and (b)GOES-17 10.3-mm imagery for the 17 May 2019 case

study, each shown with AACP locations (white dashed line) and

visible-derived stereoscopy CTH (pink dots and numbers; km).
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negative slopes in the integrated terms in Figs. 13b and 14b)

above 7 km, however, reduce the z present in this parcel to near

0 s21 by t 5 87min. As the parcel approaches the storm-top,

strong positive solenoidal vy generation occurs after t5 84min

above ;10 km (Fig. 14b). Dampening by diffusion can also be

seen after t 5 88min. This vh is then tilted into the vertical as

the parcel ascends into the region downstream of the primary

updraft. The horizontal convergence in this downstream region

also contributes to strong cyclonic rotation.

Trajectory C, launched from the anticyclonic area immedi-

ately downstream of the OT, originates from the stratosphere,

once again gaining z from baroclinically generated vh

(dampened by diffusion) that is tilted and converged down-

stream of the OT in a manner similar to trajectories A and D

(Figs. 13c and 14c). The only trajectory samples that do have

z near the cloud top generated by low-level tilting and subse-

quent stretching are those found in Box E (Figs. 13e and 14e).

While positive z is found, which was generated from below

7 km, the magnitudes are only ;10% of what is found farther

downstream of the OT.

Most of the parcels within Box C originate from lower levels,

and many of these trajectories, like trajectory B, lose most of

the z generated in the lower levels as they ascend toward the

cloud top, and regain anticyclonic momentum from tilted vh

(e.g., Fig. 15). Additional trajectories for both Boxes B and C

(purple lines in Figs. 13b,c) demonstrate this z trend, and fur-

ther shows how parcels from the updraft experience the same

strong solenoidal vh generation as those which originate from

the stratosphere downstream of the primary updraft (after

87min in Figs. 15a,b). An analysis of the integrated z created

by tilting and stretching through every trajectory explored in

this study demonstrates how much is generated above 10 km

versus how little originates from the levels below (Figs. 16a–e).

Apart from the trajectories within the OT in Box E,

z generated by tilting and stretching above 10 km in all tra-

jectories is nearly one order of magnitude larger than what was

FIG. 8. The 2100 UTC 28 Jul 2018 supercellGOES-16 0.64-mmVIS imagery with (a) CTD contoured every 503 1025 s21 and (b) CTV

contoured every 253 1025 s21 derived with vertical wind shear in the AACP mAMVs removed with positive (negative) values with red

(cyan dashed).Also shown is the difference between the new fields in (a) and (b) and the original fields for (c) CTDand (d) CTVwithCTD

contoured every 10 3 1025 s21 for clarity.
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generated below 10 km (where the mesocyclone resides).

Moreover, trajectories in the anticyclonic region (Figs. 16c,d)

nearly all have cyclonic z generated from below 10 km, im-

plying that the entirety of the anticyclonic z was generated well

above the primary mesocyclone. Thus, the z observed down-

stream is largely determined not by what z is generated below

10 km in this WRF model simulation, but rather by what is

generated near the OT above 10 km.

5. Discussion

Using advanced DOF derivation techniques, the common

artifacts observed in CTD and CTV derivation from previous

works (A16 and A18) are largely reduced. Uncertain trans-

parency of the AACPs, however, prohibits the ability to

resolve motion discontinuities mathematically that exist be-

tween the primary anvil and AACP. Enhanced CTV along the

AACP edges observed in Fig. 4 without motion discontinuities

in the rawDOF fields, in an environment with negative vertical

wind shear above the anvil, implies that the DOF derivation

approach found a mix of the two distinct motions. Background

motion removal with image stereoscopy dampened the mag-

nitude of the derived CTVCs; however, it did not remove its

presence in either case study explored here. Therefore, the

CTVCs shown in Figs. 8b and 9b are likely actual z present at

the cloud top of the storm itself, and not an artifact of the

derivation process. The background motion removal process

was also an overestimate of the actual CTV enhancement

caused by the vertical shear artifact, as evident by the many

points in the AACP that were well below the highest altitude

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for 2207 UTC 17 May 2019.
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used to extract the background motion. It is also likely, in the

cases of more transparent AACP cloud matter, that the DOF

approach used here identified the motion below the AACP in

the opaque cloud anvil.

While we find that these case studies appear to have CTV

related to the actual z present at the top of the storm, the re-

sults also suggest that CTVCs can be mistakenly found in the

presence of AACPs. If the AACP is opaque enough, and large

negative vertical wind shear exists between the equilibrium

level and the AACP altitude (typically 2–4 km above the pri-

mary anvil), then CTVCs can appear with the derivation pro-

cess described above. It is therefore possible the vertical shear

artifact may skew the severe storm identification and predic-

tion results (that include CTV as a predictor) of larger statis-

tical studies without a test for AACP edges and local vertical

wind shear. Also, operational users may see an enhancement

on VIS-imagery-derived flow products at sunset, where the

presence of AACPs are highlighted in VIS imagery with more

detailed shadowing (e.g., see Figs. 17a,b). Therefore, users

should be skeptical of large CTV, which appears to exist along

the edge of more prominent AACPs, which are quite common

over significant severe DC (e.g., Bedka et al. 2018), and favor

observations of CTV immediately downstream of the OT (if

the viewing geometry and AACP transparency permit obser-

vations of the area). By removing the artifacts in the case

studies here, the remaining z appeared to be in the area im-

mediately downstream of theOT andwas largely unaffected by

the presence of the AACP.

From trajectory analysis, a new finding from this study is that

the rotation observed at cloud top is likely not directly related

to the main mesocyclone and anticyclone pair of the supercell

where the ambient vertical wind shear layer is located (from 0–

6 km), as hypothesized in A16. In fact, many trajectories with

large z launched within the AACP do not even flow through

the low- to midlevel structure (,10 km) of the simulated su-

percell storm. For the sake of illustration, the source of the

CTVC identified in the model is shown as a schematic in

Fig. 18a. While turbulence in the high-resolution model does

cause differences in the exact tendencies from trajectory to

FIG. 10. The WRF-ARW idealized supercell CTH at 90min

relative to the tropopause at 12 km shown with initial trajectory

locations for flow analysis. Each trajectory box contains a 10 3
10 grid of parcels to be tracked backward in time, whose bottom-

left corners are defined in Table 2.

FIG. 11. The WRF-ARW vertical vorticity at 90min at (top) 12

and (bottom) 13.5 km shown with initial trajectory box locations

for flow analysis. Each trajectory box contains a 10 3 10 grid of

parcels to be tracked backward in time, whose bottom-left corners

are defined in Table 2. Vertical vorticity shown here was smoothed

with averaging over 2 km 3 2 km box kernels for clarity.
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trajectory, many of the trajectories in the AACP and primary

anvil shared the illustrated properties. Trajectories with posi-

tive (or negative) CTV in either the anvil or AACP first ac-

quire positive z well downstream of the OT (within the WRF-

ARW, above 13 km) through tilting of baroclinically generated

vh. The baroclinic vh generation is particularly strong imme-

diately downstream of the OT, as is the dampening by the

turbulent diffusion component. Hence, the parameterizations

on the subgrid-scale processes can significantly regulate the

overall quantity of z simulated in the WRF-ARW model. The

z generated is then enhanced by stretching in strong conver-

gence downstream of the initial baroclinic vh generation.

Cross sections through theWRF-ARW output highlight key

feature locations within the storm related to the processes

described above. It is found that trajectories that experience

strong baroclinic vh generation in the upper levels (e.g., blue

line in Figs. 19a,b) travel between the OT and the region with

gravity wave breaking, where the isentropes bend upward

yielding ›u/›z , 0Km21 (e.g., Wang 2003). The OT and the

gravity wave breaking form a strong horizontal buoyancy

gradient, demarcated with contours of the pressure gradient

forces (purple arrows in Figs. 19c,d). While the trajectories

suggest that the CTVC consists of a mix of parcels from the

stratosphere and the storm, dry stratospheric air inhibits cloud

formation necessary for the satellite detection. The CTVC

likely then consists primarily of saturated parcels sourced from

the storm (e.g., Fig. 15). The dry stratospheric air sinking into

the storm through the gravity wave breaking region instead

likely strengthens the buoyancy gradient by adding to the

strong positive buoyancy downstream of the OT. The down-

ward bending of the isentropes downstream of the OT, along

with the baroclinic generation of vh on the lee side of the OT,

bears a close resemblance to the formation of lee z couplets

TABLE 2. Starting locations for backward trajectories in the

bottom-left corner of each 10 3 10 pixel (5 km 3 5 km) box in

Fig. 10 beginning at 90min in theWRF-ARW idealized simulation.

Trajectory

Starting

X (km)

Starting

Y (km)

Starting height

(km AGL)

A 58 52 13.5

B 50 44 12

C 45 52 12

D 56 59 13.5

E 42 45 12

FIG. 12. The WRF-ARW idealized supercell cloud-top height at 75min shown with trajec-

tory starting (ending) locations marked with blue (gray) circles. Green circles indicate the

location of the maximum w, and the relative time between the green and blue circles is shown

on the top right for each trajectory.
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downstream of flow over mountains and bluffs as described in

Smolarkiewicz and Rotunno (1989).

The negative buoyancy within the OT, and the positive

buoyancy lower in the storm, also contributes to moderate vh

generation as parcels ascend through the updraft (cyan arrow).

For parcels that remain beneath the OT, strong vh can be

baroclinically generated as parcels move downstream of the

positive buoyancy sector (e.g., orange line and green arrow in

Figs. 19c,d; Trajectory B in Fig. 13b). These parcels generate

large z (again above the tilting and stretching related to the

lower mesocyclone), though likely exist beneath the cloud top

as evident from the vy , 0, which implies that the horizontal

velocity maximum within the cloud is above the parcel of in-

terest (contrast with the vy . 0 for parcels that are lofted

higher into the storm; e.g., Figs. 15a,b). We further include a

schematic to reflect on these baroclinic generationmechanisms

and how they relate to CTV, which is shown in Fig. 20.

Trajectories originating below 10 km have rotation consis-

tent with the Rotunno and Klemp (1982) tilting and stretching

mechanisms once they reached the OT. However, additional

tilting and stretching takes place after the parcels subside

downstream of the OT. It is possible that some of the cyclonic

z reaches the cloud top from the low- to midlevels, implied by

trajectories in Box E, though themagnitude in theWRF-ARW

FIG. 15. Selected WRF-ARW backward-trajectory integrated (top) z, (middle) vx, and

(bottom)vy for the purple trajectories from (a) box B shown in Fig. 13b (bottom) and (b) box C

shown in Fig. 13c (bottom) shownwith integrated tendency terms fromEq. (8) compared to the

actual (Eulerian) vorticity at the parcel (black lines). Annotated above are the starting loca-

tions of each parcel in the model in km.
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simulation is considerably smaller than what is generated in the

upper levels of the storm (as in Fig. 15), and not likely resolved by

the objective DOF analysis used here. A separate schematic il-

lustrates where the z generated below midlevels (;7km in this

simulation) is hypothesized to be located at cloud top based on the

model, if it can even be observed, compared to the z generated in

the upper levels (above ;10km; Fig. 18b). We note that the

CTVC signature was only found over severe DC in A16. The

results here suggest that the strength and persistence of the up-

draft (required for strong and persistent baroclinicvh generation

by the storm and gravity wave breaking between the stratosphere

and the storm), rather than the midlevel rotation, is what is re-

sponsible for the formation of the CTVC (similar to how the

updraft strength and persistence is related to the formation of the

AACP; Wang 2003; Homeyer et al. 2017; Bedka et al. 2018).

A fewerrorsmay have impacted the trajectory analysis here.As

discussed in Dahl et al. (2012), trajectories are sensitive to the

selection of gridpoint spacing and integration time step. This

sensitivity is dependent on the characteristics of the flow and

backward trajectories may be susceptible to displacement error

within a broadly rotating and confluent area in themixing stage of

the storm and the lower stratosphere. This error is mitigated here

with 1-s WRF-ARW Model history file output and 0.5-s integra-

tion. Furthermore, the gradients used here were derived using

simple trilinear interpolation, which, in highly turbulent and

nonlinear flow, may not be adequate representations of the actual

tilting and stretching terms. These discretization assumptions

likely result in part of the inaccuracies observed between the

computed total z and the actual z (the ‘‘error’’ term in Figs. 13–15),

and likely why we found parcels sourced from the dry and sinking

stratospheric air within the saturated storm cloud tops. For both

errors, finer-resolutionmodels canmitigate issues in future works.

Human matching errors aside, fast cloud motions and image

distortions betweenGOES-16 andGOES-17 images may have

caused inaccuracies in the stereoscopy analysis used to esti-

mate the magnitude of the vertical shear artifact. Typical

movements in clouds between frames of near-geosynchronous

scans only result in ;0.5-km CTH errors here, though differ-

ences in incoming VIS radiation from different viewing angles,

and feature distortion from different viewing angles, could

cause larger CTH approximation errors. Improved stereos-

copy, perhaps with a low-Earth-orbiting imagers, coupled with

further WRF-ARW experiments with sheared layers, will

further elucidate the vertical wind shear artifact’s impact on

traditional cloud-top flow-field derivation products.

6. Conclusions

The origin of CTVC signatures over severe thunderstorms

derived objectively using DOF vectors on 1-min GOES-R-era

FIG. 16. TheWRF-ARW integrated vertical vorticity caused by tilting and stretching at altitudes (left)$10 and (right),10 km through all

trajectories tracked in boxes A through E.
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FIG. 17. Example GOES-16 VIS imagery and CTV derived using the method outlined in

section 3a contoured with positive (negative) values every 253 1025 s21 in red (cyan dashed),

showing a prominent AACP and the CTV enhancement that occurs as the sun sets over central

TX at (a) 2330 UTC 5 May and (b) 0040 UTC 6 May 2019. The AACP is highlighted by the

region within the white dashed lines in (a) and (b).
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imagery is explored here. Mechanisms that would generate

‘‘actual’’ versus ‘‘apparent’’ CTV signatures are both exam-

ined using case studies and a numerical model simulation. The

primary findings are as follows:

d Using a motion-discontinuity-preserving DOF algorithm,

manual AACP identification, numerical model environ-

mental wind approximations, and image stereoscopy to

remove anvil-edge and multi-cloud-layer vertical-shear-

related flow-field artifacts, it is demonstrated that the CTVCs

derived in the 28 July 2018 and 17 May 2019 case study su-

percells are indeed caused by actual rotation within the

storm anvils. The demonstration here suggests that actual

CTV can be observed by GOES-R-era 1-min VIS imagery if

the viewing geometry and AACP transparency allow for the

observation of the region immediately downstream of the

OT (which was the case in the case studies by A16 and A18).
d CTV (and CTVCs) derived with 1-min GOES VIS imagery

were originally thought to be related to the formation of

cyclonic and anticyclonic vertical vorticity below 10 km

within a supercell. Instead, using backward trajectories from

cyclonic and anticyclonic CTV in an idealized supercell

simulation, it is found that CTV primarily originates from

horizontal vorticity that is baroclinically generated by the

storm in the upper levels (.10 km) in a buoyancy gradient

between the primary OT and the gravity-wave-breaking

sector. The horizontal vorticity is tilted into the vertical

and enhanced by convergence downstream of the primary

OT. While vertical vorticity associated with tilting and

stretching of vertical wind shear below 10 km was found

within the OT, this vertical vorticity was an order of mag-

nitude less than what is generated in the upper levels, and is

lost with time as the parcels flow through an environment

with strong divergence and unfavorable tilting above the

updraft maximum in the WRF-ARW simulation.
d Removal of the maximum possible CTV caused by the

vertical shear artifact reduced both cyclonic and anticyclonic

CTV near the streamwise-parallel edges of the AACP and

had negligible impact on CTV that was observed immedi-

ately downstream of the OT in the case studies examined

here. The downstream CTV removed was large enough

(;80% of the peak CTVmagnitudes) to suggest that CTVCs

can be artifacts of top-down observation if the AACPs are

opaque enough and the negative vertical wind shear above

the anvil is high. AACPs were also found to reduce CTD

near the OT, though the magnitude change was smaller than

the reduction to CTV.

The conclusions above address the two primary questions

posed in the introduction (section 1), though another question

looms for future studies to answer: How do we reduce the

impact of artifacts on DC cloud-top flow-field derivation

methods when present? The advanced DOF method devel-

oped by the computer vision community significantly reduced

the common anvil-edge artifacts observed when simply using

an objective analysis on sparse mAMV data. However, new

DOF techniques will be required to address cases when

transparent AACPs are present, where traditional variational

DOF techniques (and operational AMV techniques) may mix

derivable motions, as was observed in this study. As AACPs

FIG. 18. (a) Schematic of the vortex line (shown in orange) within a supercell downstream of the inflow from the

primary updraft (green arrows) and dry stratospheric air (gray arrows). Blue shading implies downward dis-

placement of vortex lines. The dashed black ellipse represents the area of convergence and stretching enhancement

that forms the CTVC observed with 1-min GOES imagery over strong DC (dashed red and blue ellipses).

(b) Schematic of hypothesized vertical vorticity regionswithin and atop the supercell andAACP as identified by the

numerical model used in this study.
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will almost always be present when CTVCs are observable (as

they typically are for severe, rotating thunderstorms as found

in Bedka et al. 2018), it would likely be helpful to couple the

flow-field product here with both an automated stereoscopy

approach (which handles the complex computer vision-related

issues discussed in appendix B) and an objective AACP iden-

tification system once developed. Such a coupling can enable

accurate objective DOF field quality control and adjustments,

as was done subjectively in section 4a, for real-time products

and operational analysis.

Another unanswered question here is how the strength

of the updraft and other environmental features impact

observable CTV? CTVCs have only been observed over

supercell thunderstorms, which imply that, like AACPs and

enhanced-V signatures, a strong and sustained updraft is re-

quired for the feature to exist. The direct relationship between

updraft strength, low-level, and upper-level vertical wind

shear, as well as upper-level thermodynamics, can be explored

with further high-resolution numerical modeling studies. Of

note is the fact that the case studies observed here generated

CTVCs where negative vertical wind shear exists, which was

not simulated and could modulate the magnitudes and for-

mation mechanisms found here. Further investigation into the

environmental impacts on the generation of CTV may yield

FIG. 19. (a) The WRF-ARW idealized supercell CTH relative to the tropopause at 12 km at 76min 40 s shown

with trajectory A from Figs. 13 and 14 (blue line/white dotted) and a trajectory from box B (initiated from x 5
53.5 km, y5 48 km; orange line/white dotted). Each trajectory is shown such that previous (future) times are shown

with a solid (dashed) line. (b) The cross section taken from the black line in (a) showing potential temperature

contours every 10K (black contours), water vapor concentration (color shaded contours; g kg21 3 1023), the cloud

water mixing ratio 0.01 g kg21 contour (red line), and trajectory A (blue line). Also shown is another cross

section taken at the cyan line in (a) of the pressure gradient force in (c) the x direction and (d) the z direction with

positive (negative) values contoured in red (blue) every 10 3 1022 m s22, with a trajectory from box B shown in

orange. The arrows highlight key gradients in pressure gradient force that result in solenoidal vh generation (see

main text).
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more clues into how to use the CTVCs to diagnose storm se-

verity potential.
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APPENDIX A

Optical Flow Derivation Technique

Following the Sun et al. (2014) technique, we solve for DOF

U 5 [u, y]T at every image pixel x 5 [x, y]T over the entire

image by optimizing the energy E, defined as

E(u, y)5�
i,j
[r

d
(BC

i,j
1 gGC

i,j
)1a r

s
(SC

i,j
)]1l

c
C1 l

n
M.

(A1)

Equation (A1) variationally penalizes OF estimate devia-

tions from assumptions of brightness constancy (BC),

gradient constancy (GC), and the smoothness constraint

(SC of the flow, and applies a weighted median smoothing

filter M to the flow field, which is coupled to the solution

with term C. The penalizations are weighted by constants

g, a, lc, and ln. The robust data rd and smoothness rs
functions encompass penalizations in order to preserve

motion discontinuities in the possible solutions for U

(Black and Anandan 1996). The Charbonnier function

is used:

r
d
(r2)5 r

s
(r2)5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 1 �2

p
, (A2)

where �5 0.001 is present to keepEq. (A1) differentiable when

r2 5 0. Following Brox et al. (2004), the penalizations are

mathematically defined as

FIG. 20. (a) Schematic of locations of solenoidal vh generation from a side view of the

supercell storm for air flowing from the primary updraft and air mixing in from the stratosphere

(green arrows). Red (blue) dashed shapes and arrows indicate regions with positive (negative)

vertical pressure gradient force.
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where I is the image brightness and = is the horizontal gradient

operator. The coupling and median smoothing terms are de-

fined as

C5 ku2 ûk2 1 kv2 v̂k2 ,
M5�

i,j
�

(i0 ,j0)2Ni,j

wi0 ,j0
i,j (jûi,j

2 û
i0 ,j0 j1 jŷ

ij
2 ŷ

i0 ,j0 j), (A4)

where û and v̂ represent an auxiliary, weighted median

smoothed flow field. The median smoothing is weighted by

horizontal distance and IR Tb difference, where

w
i0 ,j0
i,j 5 exp

8<
:2

ji2 i0j2 1 jj2 j0j2
2s2

1

2
jT

bi,j
2T

bi0 ,j0
j2

2s2
2

9=
;. (A5)

The filter-weight constants s1 and s2 are then set to 3 pixels

and 20K, respectively. This bilateral weighting is used inter-

nally in the raw DOF derivation and should not be confused

with the separate postprocessing smoothing used in Eq. (1).

The Tb used is the 10.35-mm IR ‘‘window’’ channel, scaled to

the ;500-m GOES-16 or GOES-17 VIS resolution with bi-

linear interpolation.We follow Eq. (12) from Brox et al. (2004)

to set up Eq. (A1) as a sparse linear system of equations, using

the discretization from Brox (2005) for the divergence of the

robust smoothness constraint.

The discrete linear system of equations is minimized fol-

lowing the alternating minimization approach described in Sun

et al. (2014). At each alternating step, the sparse linear system

of equations is solved with a graphics processing unit

accelerated conjugate gradient algorithm (e.g., Sundaram et al.

2010). A coarse-to-fine optimization scheme is used here, with

specific settings outlined in Table A1. The image pyramid is set

to be deep enough such that no reasonable motions exceed one

pixel at each level. At every pyramid level, the coupling weight

lc is increased logarithmically from 1 3 1024 to 100 at each

warping iteration l. The VIS images input into the DOF

scheme are set at the raw (maximum) radiometric resolution

for maximum detail in spatial and temporal intensity gradients

and normalized to floating point values between 0 and 255.

APPENDIX B

Image Stereoscopy

Image stereoscopy is used to assess the height of each cloud-

layer (primary anvil and AACP) without the typical drawback

of Tb and NWP model-height assignment in inversions, as

present in the lower stratosphere (e.g., Heidinger 2013). The

image stereoscopy method used here follows previous works

on the subject (Hasler 1981; Hasler et al. 1991; Wylie et al.

1998). The overlapping CONUS images from the comple-

mentary satellite within 30 s of the mesoscale sector image (at

scan time) are remapped to the image projection of the me-

soscale sector with bilinear interpolation. The VIS imagery

brightness between the two satellites is normalized at each time

frame for better feature matching. Image pixels from each

satellite are then corresponded together by a human expert.

Manual target correspondence avoids typical issues in auto-

mated approaches based on patch-matching with cross-

correlation (e.g., Hasler et al. 1991; Carr et al. 2018). For

example, much like the AMVs described in section 2a, the

assumptions within automated patch-matching approaches for

image stereoscopy break downwheremultiple correspondence

solutions exist within a single target (e.g., between multiple

cloud layers and within transparent cloud scenes). The CTH of

corresponded targets are then determined using trigonometry

TABLE A1. Settings used in the Sun et al. (2014) optical flow

scheme.

Parameter Value

Coarse-to-fine pyramid levels 4

Warping iterations (l) 3

Heuristic median filter iterations 5

Pyramid scale factor (SF) 0.5

g 2

a 50

rd(x)
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x1 �

p
rs(x)

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x1 �

p
« 0.001

ln 1

FIG. B1. Schematic of image stereoscopy with two satellites used to

derive the cloud-top altitude of a thunderstorm.
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(Fig. B1). Due to both the pixelated granularity of the satellite

imagery and imperfections in the correspondence of exact lo-

cations for targets inGOES-16 andGOES-17, lines subtended

between imagers and targets seldom intersect. The inferred

CTH is thus derived by identifying a midpoint between the two

nearest points in each subtended line, which is inferred as the

actual three-dimensional location.
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